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From neighborhoods such as Lakeview and Mid-City to landmarks including the Saenger Theater

and Mercedes Benz Superdome, from its restaurants and music clubs to its parks and museums,

the Big Easy has regained the title of one of the world's most fascinating cities. In Walking New

Orleans, lifelong resident and writer Barri Bronston shares the love of her hometown through 30

self-guided tours that range from majestic St. Charles Avenue and funky Magazine Street to

Bywater and Faubourg Marigny, two of the city's "it" neighborhoods. Within each tour, she offers tips

on where to eat, drink, dance, and play, for in addition to all the history, culture, and charm that New

Orleans has to offer -- and there's plenty -- Faubourg Marigny it provides tourists and locals alike

with one heck of a good time.
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Barri Bronston is a life-long resident of New Orleans who takes every opportunity to explore the

city's neighborhoods, museums, parks, restaurants, and watering holes. She graduated with a

bachelor's degree in journalism from the University of Missouri at Columbia and spent most of her

career as a staff writer at The Times-Picayune, where she covered parenting, education, and other

topics. She is currently assistant director of public relations at Tulane University.

This book is a fantastic guide for any one who is really desiring to get the most of there visit to "The



Big Easy." I wished I have had this item my prior trips. The author does an excellent job in breaking

down the different parts which one might wish to spend time exploring in more detail. I would

suggest utilizing this guide along with your "smart phone" or tablet to get the most of your walking or

driving experience. Also, the restaurant reconmendations are a bonus saving one time and a few

"$." I recommend the Kindle edition as it will provide one with detail maps of the areas you are

walking through.

I've bought and used at least 5 of the books in this series. They are all great and this one is no

exception. There is a variety of areas and distances to choose from, and there are many places to

eat included which I find to be the best aspect of these itineraries.

Really like this book, great detail on each area to tour with a walking tour of each area routed out for

you. I wish only that more photos were in the book. Otherwise it's a great way to experience NOLA

with pre knowledge of the districts!

Charming book - makes you want to grab your walking shoes and head out. Very well researched.

I used this book for my 4 day trip in New Orleans! I've travelled Europe with amazing tour books and

this book blew those out of the water! The map helped my intoxicated self to get around and still

learn things! I loved the Riverwalk section and the Garden District the most!

Looking forward to using this on my next visit. Looks wonderful.

This book was written by a friend, so I was a little biased from the start... However, it is a GREAT

guide to New Orleans. I lived in the Crescent City for almost three decades. moving after Katrina

incurred her wrath on our home. My heart lives in two places, my hometown and my adopted NOLA.

What a treasure for natives, visitors and tourists! Walking the city is a great way to justify all that

wonderful food and drink you will enjoy while there!

The book gives informative walking tours and ideas for New Orleans. I bought it as a gift for my

mother for a future trip to New Orleans. I was worried it would be too much info - that she wouldn't

feel the need to visit after reading but she is more excited and has a good idea of what she wants to

see now.
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